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On two - dimensional complex Finsler
manifolds
Nicoleta Aldea and Gheorghe Munteanu
Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the two-dimensional complex Finsler
manifolds. The tools of this study are the complex Berwald frames {l,
m, l¯, m¯}, {λ, µ, λ¯, µ¯} and the Chern-Finsler connection with respect
to these frames.
The geometry of two-dimensional complex Finsler manifolds is con-
trolled by three real invariants which live on T ′M : two horizontal
curvature invariants K and W and one vertical curvature invariant
I. By means of these invariants are defined both the horizontal and
the vertical holomorphic sectional curvatures in directions λ, µ and
m, respectively.
The complex Landsberg and Berwald spaces are of particular in-
terest. Complex Berwald spaces coincide with Ka¨hler spaces, in the
two - dimensional case. We establish the necessary and sufficient con-
dition so that K is a constant and we obtain a characterization for the
Ka¨hler purely Hermitian spaces by the fact K = W = constant and
I = 0. For the class of complex Berwald spaces we have K = W = 0.
Finally, a classification of two - dimensional complex Finsler spaces for
which the horizontal curvature satisfies a special property is obtained.
2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 53B40, 53C60.
Key words and phrases: Berwald frame, complex Landsberg space,
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1 Introduction
A great contribution to the geometry of two-dimensional real Finsler spaces
is due to L. Berwald ([9], see also [12]). His theory is developed based on the
choice of an orthonormal frame consisting of the normalized Liouville field
and a unit field orthogonal to it. Many remarkable results are known for
two-dimensional real Finsler spaces ([12, 6, 7, 8, 19]).
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Part of the general themes from real Finsler geometry can be approached
in complex Finsler geometry, the complex setting having the advantage of
a powerful instrument, namely the Chern-Finsler connection (cf. [1]). This
connection is Hermitian, of (1, 0) - type and with other special properties,
but as we expect, there are some uncomfortable computations on account of
extending the theory to the complexified holomorphic tangent bundle T ′M.
In a previous paper [17], we constructed the vertical Berwald frame in
which the orthogonality is, with respect to the Hermitian structure, defined
by the fundamental metric tensor of a 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space,
on the holomorphic tangent manifold T ′M.
The main purpose of this paper is to give a partial classification of the 2
- dimensional complex Finsler manifolds using its Chern-Finsler curvatures.
We do not give a general complete classification, but we emphasize some
important particular classes of the 2 - dimensional complex Finsler spaces.
Subsequently, we have made an overview of the paper’s content.
In §2, we recall some preliminary properties of the n- dimensional complex
Finsler spaces and complete with some others needed.
In §3, we prepare the tools for our aforementioned study. After we review
from [17] the construction of the Berwald frame of a complex Finsler manifold
of dimension two, we prefer to work in a fixed local chart in which there is
obtained a local complex Berwald frame, which is extended to one on the
horizontal part. We also find the expression of the complex Chern-Finsler
connection with respect to these local frames. The independence of the
obtained results from chosen chart is incessantly studied.
The local Berwald frames are not only a local geometrical machinery, but
they also satisfy important properties which contain three main real invari-
ants which live on T ′M : one vertical curvature invariant I and two horizontal
curvature invariants K and W. By means of these invariants we are able to
define and compute the horizontal and vertical holomorphic sectional cur-
vatures in directions λ, µ and m, respectively. A first classification of the
complex Finsler manifold of dimension two comes from the exploration of the
vv¯−, hv¯− and vh¯− Riemann type tensors, (Theorem 4.2). An immediate
interest for the 2 - dimensional complex Berwald spaces is induced by the
properties of the hv¯− and vh¯− Riemann type tensors. We prove that the
two dimensional complex Berwald spaces are reduced to the Ka¨hler spaces
(Theorems 4.3, 4.4). We show that for the complex Berwald spaces I|k = 0,
(Proposition 4.5). But this property is not peculiar only to the complex
Berwald spaces. An example of the 2 - dimensional complex Finsler metric
with I|k = 0, which is not Berwald, is given by the complex version of the
Antonelli-Shimada metric. The necessary and sufficient conditions for 2 -
dimensional complex Landsberg spaces are given in Theorem 4.6. Next, we
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derive the Bianchi identities which specify the relations among the covariant
derivatives of the three invariants and then use these relations to explore
the holomorphic sectional curvatures. With some additional conditions of
symmetry for the hh¯− Riemann type tensor, we find the necessary and suffi-
cient conditions that K should be a constant (Theorems 4.8, 4.9). Moreover,
we characterize the spaces with K = 0 and W ≤ 0, (Theorem 4.11). The
complex Berwald spaces with this symmetry have K = W = 0, (Theorem
4.12). It results that the Ka¨hler purely Hermitian spaces are characterized by
K = W = constant and I = 0, (Theorem 4.13). Finally, a special approach
is devoted to the spaces with the hh¯− Riemann type tensor in the form
Rr¯jh¯k = K(gjr¯gkh¯ + gkr¯gjh¯). We obtain two classes of such spaces, namely
the Ka¨hler purely Hermitian with K a constant and the complex spaces with
K = 0 and ∂˙h¯Gi = 0, (Theorem 4.15). All these results are in §4.
2 Preliminaries
In the beginning, we will make a survey of complex Finsler geometry and we
will set the basic notions and terminology. For more, see [1, 15].
Let M be a n−dimensional complex manifold, z = (zk)k=1,n are the
complex coordinates in a local chart.
The complexified of the real tangent bundle TCM splits into the sum of
holomorphic tangent bundle T ′M and its conjugate T ′′M . The bundle T ′M
is itself a complex manifold, and the local coordinates in a local chart will
be denoted by u = (zk, ηk)k=1,n. They are changed into (z
′k, η′k)k=1,n by the
rules z′k = z′k(z) and η′k = ∂z
′k
∂zl
ηl.
A complex Finsler space is a pair (M,F ), where F : T ′M → R+ is a
continuous function satisfying the conditions:
i) L := F 2 is smooth on T˜ ′M := T ′M\{0};
ii) F (z, η) ≥ 0, the equality holds if and only if η = 0;
iii) F (z, λη) = |λ|F (z, η) for ∀λ ∈ C;
iv) the Hermitian matrix
(
gij¯(z, η)
)
is positive defined, where gij¯ :=
∂2L
∂ηi∂η¯j
is the fundamental metric tensor. Equivalently, it means that the indicatrix
is strongly pseudo-convex.
Consequently, from iii) we have ∂L
∂ηk
ηk = ∂L
∂η¯k
η¯k = L,
∂gij¯
∂ηk
ηk =
∂gij¯
∂η¯k
η¯k = 0
and L = gij¯η
iη¯j.
Roughly speaking, the geometry of a complex Finsler space consists of
the study of the geometric objects of the complex manifold T ′M endowed
with the Hermitian metric structure defined by gij¯.
Therefore, the first step is to study the sections of the complexified tan-
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gent bundle of T ′M, which is decomposed in the sum TC(T ′M) = T ′(T ′M)⊕
T ′′(T ′M). Let V T ′M ⊂ T ′(T ′M) be the vertical bundle, locally spanned by
{ ∂
∂ηk
}, and V T ′′M its conjugate.
At this point, the idea of complex nonlinear connection, briefly (c.n.c.),
is an instrument in ’linearization’ of this geometry. A (c.n.c.) is a supple-
mentary complex subbundle to V T ′M in T ′(T ′M), i.e. T ′(T ′M) = HT ′M ⊕
V T ′M. The horizontal distribution HuT ′M is locally spanned by { δδzk =
∂
∂zk
− N jk ∂∂ηj }, where N jk(z, η) are the coefficients of the (c.n.c.). The pair
{δk := δδzk , ∂˙k := ∂∂ηk } will be called the adapted frame of the (c.n.c.) which
obey to the change rules δk =
∂z′j
∂zk
δ′j and ∂˙k =
∂z′j
∂zk
∂˙′j . By conjugation, every-
where is obtained an adapted frame {δk¯, ∂˙k¯} on T ′′u (T ′M). The dual adapted
bases are {dzk, δηk} and {dz¯k, δη¯k}.
Certainly, a main problem in this geometry is to determine a (c.n.c.)
related only to the fundamental function of the complex Finsler space (M,F ).
The next step is the action of a derivative law D on the sections of
TC(T
′M). First, let us consider the Sasaki type lift of the metric tensor
gij¯ ,
G = gij¯dzi ⊗ dz¯j + gij¯δηi ⊗ δη¯j. (2.1)
A Hermitian connection D, of (1, 0)− type, which satisfies in addition
DJXY = JDXY, for all X horizontal vectors and J the natural complex
structure of the manifold, is the so called Chern-Finsler connection (cf. [1]),
in brief C − F. The C − F connection is locally given by the following coef-
ficients (cf. [15]):
Nkj = g
mk ∂glm
∂zj
ηl = Lkljη
l ; Lijk = g
liδkgjl ; C
i
jk = g
li∂˙kgjl ; L
ı
jk
= C ı
jk
= 0,
(2.2)
where here and further on δk is the adapted frame of the C − F (c.n.c.) and
Dδkδj = L
i
jkδi, D∂˙k ∂˙j = C
i
jk∂˙i, etc. The C − F connection is the main tool
in this study.
Denoting by ” p ” , ” | ” , ”¯p” and ”¯|”, the h−, v−, h−, v− covariant
derivatives with respect to C − F connection, respectively, for any X i it
results
X i|k : = δkX
i +X lLilk ; X
i|k :=
.
∂k X
i +X lC ilk; (2.3)
X i|k : = δkX
i ; X i|k :=
.
∂k X
i;
and
ηi|k = η
i
|k = η
i|k = 0 ; ηi|k = δik; (2.4)
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gij|k = gij|k = gij|k = gij|k = 0;
(gij η¯
j)|k = (gij η¯
j)|k¯ = (gij η¯
j)|k = 0 ; (gij η¯j)|k¯ = gik¯.
The nonzero curvatures of the C − F connection are denoted by
R(δh, δk¯)δj = R
i
jk¯h
δi ; R(∂˙h, δk¯)δj = Ξ
i
jk¯h
δi ; R(δh, ∂˙k¯)δj = P
i
jk¯h
δi
R(δh, δk¯)∂˙j = R
i
jk¯h
∂˙i ; R(∂˙h, δk¯)∂˙j = Ξ
i
jk¯h
∂˙i ; R(δh, ∂˙k¯)∂˙j = P
i
jk¯h
∂˙i
R(∂˙h, ∂˙k¯)δj = S
i
jk¯h
δi ; R(∂˙h, ∂˙k¯)∂˙j = S
i
jk¯h
∂˙i ,
where
Ri
jhk
= −δhLijk − δh(N lk)C ijl ; Ξijhk = −δhC ijk = Ξikhj ; (2.5)
P i
jhk
= −∂˙hLijk − ∂˙h(N lk)C ijl ; Sijhk = −∂˙hC ijk = Sikhj.
Considering the Riemann tensor
R(W,Z,X, Y ) : = G(R(X, Y )W,Z), (2.6)
R(W,Z,X, Y ) = R(Z,W, Y,X)
for W,X , Z, Y horizontal or vertical vectors, it results the hh¯−, hv¯−, vh¯−,
vv¯− Riemann type tensors: Rj¯ih¯k = glj¯Rlih¯k; Pj¯ih¯k = glj¯P lih¯k; Ξj¯ih¯k = glj¯Ξlih¯k;
Sj¯ih¯k = glj¯S
l
ih¯k
, which have properties Rijkh = Rjihk ; Ξijkh = Pjihk; Pijkh =
Ξjihk ; Sijkh = Sjihk = Shijk, where Rijkh := Rı¯jk¯h, etc., (see [15], p. 77).
Further on, everywhere the index 0 means the contraction by η, for ex-
ample Ri
0hk
:= Ri
jhk
ηj.
Proposition 2.1. i) Ri
0hk
= −δhN ik ; Rr¯0hk = −gir¯δhN ik;
ii) P i
0hk
= −gm¯iC0m¯h¯|k ; Pr¯0hk = −C0r¯h¯|k ; P i00k = 0;
iii) Ξi
jhk
= −C i
jk|h¯ ; S
i
jhk
= −C ijk|h¯ ; Ξi0hk = Ξikh0 = Si0hk = Sikh0 ;
Ξr¯jhk = −Cjr¯k|h¯ ; Sr¯jhk = −Cjr¯k|h¯, where we denoted Cjr¯k := C ijkgir¯ and
Crj¯k¯ is its conjugate;
iv) Clr¯h¯|k = (∂˙h¯L
i
lk)gir¯ + (∂˙h¯N
i
k)Cir¯l;
v) Clr¯h|k = (∂˙hLilk)gir¯;
vi) P i
jhk
− P i
0hk
|j − P i0hrCrkj = 0.
Proof. i) and iii) results by (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) and C i0k = C
i
k0 = 0.
For ii) we have
Pr¯0hk = gir¯P
i
0hk
= gir¯∂˙h¯N
i
k = −gir¯∂˙h¯
(
gm¯i
∂gjm¯
∂zk
ηj
)
= gir¯g
m¯lgs¯i
(
∂˙h¯gls¯
)
∂gjm¯
∂zk
ηj − gir¯gm¯i∂˙h¯
(
∂gjm¯
∂zk
)
ηj
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= gm¯l
(
∂˙h¯glr¯
)
∂gjm¯
∂zk
ηj − ∂
∂zk
(
∂˙h¯gjr¯
)
ηj = Clr¯h¯N
l
k − ∂∂zk
(
Cjr¯h¯η
j
)
.
Because C0rh := Clrhη
l it leads to
C0rh|k = (Clrhη
l)|k = δk(Clrhη
l) = ∂
∂zk
(
Clrhη
l
)−N sk ∂˙s ((∂˙h¯glr¯)ηl)
= ∂
∂zk
(
Clrhη
l
) − N sk ∂˙h¯ ((∂˙sglr¯)ηl) − N skClrhδls = ∂∂zk (Clrhηl) − N skCsrh.
From here, result the second relation of ii). The others immediately result by
this.
Now, differentiating N ikgir¯ =
∂gjr¯
∂zk
ηj with respect to ηl yields Lilkgir¯ =
∂glr¯
∂zk
−N ikCir¯l, which differentiated by η¯h leads to iv).
Differentiating Lilkgir¯ =
∂glr¯
∂zk
−N ikCir¯l, by η¯h it results v).
It is obvious that P i
0hk
= −∂˙hN ik. Hence,
P i
jhk
= −∂˙hLijk − ∂˙h(N lk)C ijl = −∂˙h(∂˙jN ik) + P l0hkC ijl
= −∂˙j(∂˙hN ik) + P l0hkC ijl = ∂˙jP i0hk + P l0hkC ijl
= P i
0hk
|j + P i0hrCrkj, i.e. vi).
Proposition 2.2. For any X ∈ Γ0(T ′M) the following properties hold true:
i) X|k|j −X|j|k = C ijkX|i;
ii) X|k¯|j −X|j|k¯ = −P i0k¯jX|i.
Proof. We have[
δj, ∂˙k
]
X = Likj
(
∂˙iX
)
= LikjX|i and[
δj, ∂˙k¯
]
X = −P i
0k¯j
∂˙iX = −P i0k¯jX|i.
On the other hand,[
δj, ∂˙k
]
X = δj
(
∂˙kX
)
− ∂˙k(δjX) = δj (X|k)− ∂˙k(X|j)
= X|k|j + LikjX|i −X|j|k − C ijkX|i and[
δj, ∂˙k¯
]
X = δj
(
∂˙k¯X
)
− ∂˙k¯(δjX) = δj (X|k¯)− ∂˙k¯(X|j)
= X|k¯|j −X|j|k¯.
From the above relations it results i) and ii).
For the vertical section L = ηk∂˙k, called the Liouville complex field (or
the vertical radial vector field in [1]), we consider its horizontal lift χ := ηkδk.
According to [1], p. 108, [15], p. 81, the horizontal holomorphic curvature
of the complex Finsler space (M,F ) in direction η is
KF (z, η) =
2G(R(χ, χ¯)χ, χ¯)
[G(χ, χ¯)]2
=
2
L2
G(R(χ, χ¯)χ, χ¯). (2.7)
Let us recall that in [1]’s terminology, the complex Finsler space (M,F )
is strongly Ka¨hler iff T ijk = 0, Ka¨hler iff T
i
jkη
j = 0 and weakly Ka¨hler iff
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gilT
i
jkη
jηl = 0, where T ijk := L
i
jk−Likj . In [10] it is proved that strongly Ka¨hler
and Ka¨hler notions actually coincide. We notice that in the particular case
of complex Finsler metrics which come from Hermitian metrics on M, so-
called purely Hermitian metrics in [15], (i.e. gij = gij(z)), all those nuances
of Ka¨hler coincide.
It is well known by [1, 15] that the complex geodesics curves are defined
by means of Chern-Finsler (c.n.c.). But this (c.n.c.) derives from a complex
spray if the complex metric only is weakly Ka¨hler. On the other hand, its
local coefficients Nkj = g
m¯k ∂glm¯
∂zj
ηl, always determine a complex spray with
coefficients Gi = 1
2
N ijη
j. Further on, Gi induce a (c.n.c.) by
c
N ij := ∂˙jG
i called
canonical in [15], where it is proved that it coincides with Chern-Finsler
(c.n.c.) if and only if the complex Finsler metric is Ka¨hler. Using canonical
(c.n.c.) we associate to it the next complex linear connections: one of Berwald
type
BΓ :=
(
c
N ij ,
B
Lijk:= ∂˙k
c
N ij=
B
Likj,
B
Lijk¯:= ∂˙k¯
c
N ij , 0, 0
)
and another of Rund type
RΓ :=
(
c
N ij ,
c
Lijk:=
1
2
gli(
c
δk gjl+
c
δj gkl),
c
Lijk¯:=
1
2
gli(
c
δk¯ gjl−
c
δl¯ gjk), 0, 0
)
,
where
c
δk:=
∂
∂zk
−
c
N
j
k ∂˙j . RΓ is only h− metrical and BΓ is neither h− nor
v− metrical, (for more details see [15]). Note that 2Gi = N ijηj =
c
N ij η
j =
B
Lijk
ηjηk. Moreover, in the Ka¨hler case we have
c
δk= δk and so, L
i
jk =
c
Lijk=
B
Lijk
and
c
Li
jk¯
= 0.
Further on, everywhere in this paper the Berwald and Rund connections
will be specified by a super-index, like above (e.g.
c
δk,
B
Lijk,
c
Lijk, XB| k
, etc.),
while for the Chern-Finsler connection will be kept the initial generic notation
without super-index (e.g. δk, L
i
jk, X| k, etc.).
In the real case, a Finsler space is Landsberg if the Berwald and Rund
connections coincide. Nevertheless, in complex Finsler geometry some dif-
ferences appear. We speak about complex Landsberg space iff
B
Lijk=
c
Lijk, and
about G - Landsberg space iff
B
Lijk=
c
Lijk and the spray coefficients are holo-
morphic functions with respect to η, i.e. ∂˙k¯G
i = 0, (see [5]).
Theorem 2.1. ([5]) Let (M,F ) be a n - dimensional complex Finsler space.
Then the following assertions are equivalent:
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i) (M,F ) is a G - Landsberg space;
ii)
B
Lijk=
c
Lijk (z);
iii) C
lr¯h
B
| 0
= 0 and C
r0¯h
B
| 0¯
= 0, where
B
p is h−covariant derivative with
respect to BΓ connection.
We note that any complex Finsler space which is Ka¨hler is Landsberg,
too. So, by replacing the Landsberg condition from definition of the G -
Landsberg space with the Ka¨hler condition, we have obtained another class
of complex Finsler spaces, called us G- Ka¨hler. On the other hand, keeping
with Aikou’s work, a complex Finsler space which is Ka¨hler and Lijk = L
i
jk(z)
is named complex Berwald space. Some tensorial characterizations for these
classes of complex Finsler spaces are contained in the next theorem.
Theorem 2.2. ([5]) Let (M,F ) be a n - dimensional complex Finsler space.
Then the following assertions are equivalent:
i) (M,F ) is G - Ka¨hler;
ii)
B
Li
jk¯
=
c
Li
jk¯
;
iii) (M,F ) is a complex Berwald space;
iv) (M,F ) is a Ka¨hler and either Clr¯h|k¯ = 0 or Clr¯h|k = 0.
From Proposition 2.1 iii) and by Ξijkh = Pjihk, a complex Berwald space
is a Ka¨hler space with either Ξijkh = 0 or Pjihk = 0. Between above classes
of complex Finsler spaces we have the inclusions: complex Berwald space ⊂
G - Landsberg ⊂ complex Landsberg space.
3 The complex Berwald frame
Let (M,F ) be a 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space, (zk, ηk)k=1,2 be com-
plex coordinates on T ′M and V T ′M be the vertical bundle spanned by {∂˙k}.
Further on, the indices i, j, k, ... run over {1, 2}. Let gij¯ be the fundamental
metric tensor of the space and G the Hermitian metric structure (2.1), defined
on TC(T
′M), with respect to the adapted frames of Chern-Finsler (c.n.c.).
We set l := li∂˙i and its dual form is ω = liδη
i, where
li =
1
F
ηi and li =
1
F
gij¯ η¯
j = gij¯l
j¯ . (3.1)
Now, our aim is to construct an orthonormal frame in the vertical bundle
V T ′M , which is 2 - dimensional in any point. Therefore, it is decomposed
into V T ′M = {l} ⊕ {l}⊥, where {l}⊥ is spanned by a complex vector m.
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Requiring the orthogonality condition G(l, m¯) = 0 and G(m, m¯) = 1, i.e. m
is a unit vector and, using mi := gij¯m
j¯ , the above two conditions get the
linear system
{
l1m
1 + l2m
2 = 0
m1m
1 +m2m
2 = 1
.
We try to solve this system following the same technique from [8] for
real case. Nevertheless, let us pay more attention to this system. Passing in
real coordinates, it contains three real equations with four real unknowns. So
that it doesn’t admit an unique solution. Formally, solving this system as one
linear, it is obtained the ’solutions’ m1 = −l2
∆
, m2 = l1
∆
, m1 = −∆l2 and m2 =
∆l1, where ∆ = l1m2 − l2m1, which indeed are not completely determined
because ∆ depends on mi. We can say more about these ’solutions’. A
straightforward computation proves that |∆| = √g and ∆′ = T ∆ under a
change of the local coordinates (zk, ηk)k=1,2 into (z
′k, η′k)k=1,2, where g :=
det(gij¯) and T := det
(
∂zi
∂z′j
)
. Therefore, a natural question is if there exists
at least ∆ with the above mentioned properties. The answer will come below,
when we find two distinct particular solutions for ∆.
Subsequently, our statement will be made for a fixed choice of ∆ and then
{l, m, l¯, m¯} with
m =
1
∆
(−l2∂˙1 + l1∂˙2) (3.2)
will be called the complex Berwald frame. Surely, the dependence of the
chosen for ∆ will be analyzed everywhere.
But when we work in a fixed local chart, we can choose ∆ =
√
g, i.e. ∆ is
real, which produces the unique solutions m1 = −l2√
g
, m2 = l1√
g
, m1 = −√gl2
and m2 =
√
gl1. Thus, we have
m =
1√
g
(−l2∂˙1 + l1∂˙2), (3.3)
in this fixed chart.
Then {l, m, l¯, m¯}, with m given by (3.3) will be called the local complex
Berwald frame of the space.
Note that (3.3) provides only a local frame, because the set of natural
local basis in every chart does not have tensorial character. For this reason,
considering a change of the local coordinates, we obtain
m′ =
T
|T |m ; m
′i =
T
|T |
∂z′i
∂zk
mk ; m′i =
T
|T |
∂zr
∂z′i
mr,
which show that m is not a vector, but it depends on the local change.
Therefore, it will say that m from (3.3) is a pseudo-vector.
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Although m from (3.3) depends on the local changes of the coordinates,
it is very important in our study, in a fixed chart. Certainly, further on we
will be very careful with the global validity of our assertions. We will see that
together with its horizontal extension it gives rise to some invariants which
will characterize two dimensional complex Finsler spaces. A first and useful
remark is that the quantities mim
j , mimj¯ , mimj¯ and mim are independent
of the chosen local chart, and hence they have global meaning.
With respect to the local complex Berwald frame, ∂˙k and gij¯ are decom-
posed as follows
∂˙i = lil +mim and hence gij¯ = lilj¯ +mimj¯. (3.4)
From here we deduce that
C ijk = g
m¯i∂˙kgjm¯ = Al
imkmj +Bm
imkmj , (3.5)
where we set
A := mjmklhC
h
kj ; B := mhm
kmjChjk.
The dependence of the vertical terms A and B of the local charts is
obvious, A′ = T
2
|T |2A ; B
′ = T|T |B. Thus, A and B are not invariants, but if
they are zero in a local chart, then they are zero in any local chart. Moreover,
by means of A and B and setting ∆ = B
√
g with |B|2 = 1 or ∆ = √Ag with
|A|2 = 1, we obtain two particular solutions for m from (3.2) which certify
the existence of the complex Berwald frames.
Further on, all our work will be with respect to the local complex Berwald
frame, where m is given by (3.3).
Therefore, the formulas from Proposition 3.2, in [17], become
l(li) =
−1
2F
li ; l¯(li) =
1
2F
li ; l(mi) =
1
2F
mi ; l¯(mi) =
−1
2F
mi; (3.6)
m(li) = Ami ; m¯(li) =
1
F
mi ; m(mi) =
1
2
Bmi − 1
F
li; m¯(mi) =
1
2
B¯mi;
l(li) =
1
2F
li ; l¯(li) = − 1
2F
li ; l(mi) = − 1
2F
mi ; l¯(mi) =
1
2F
mi;
m(li) =
1
F
mi ; m¯(li) = 0 ;
m(mi) = −1
2
Bmi −Ali ; m¯(mi) = − 1
F
li − 1
2
B¯mi.
By a direct computation, using the above relations, we obtain formulas
for the vertical covariant derivatives of l, m, l¯ and m¯ with respect to the C−F
connection
li|j = −1
2F
lilj + Amimj ; li|j¯ =
1
2F
lilj¯ +
1
F
mimj¯ ; (3.7)
mi|j = 1
2F
milj − 1
F
limj − B
2
mimj ; mi|j¯ =
−1
2F
milj¯ +
B¯
2
mimj¯ ;
li|j = 1
F
δij −
1
2F
ljl
i ; li|j¯ =
−1
2F
lj¯l
i ; F |j = 1
2
lj ;
mi|j = −1
2F
ljm
i +
B
2
mjm
i ; mi|j¯ =
1
2F
lj¯m
i − 1
F
mj¯l
i − B¯
2
mj¯m
i,
and their conjugates.
Moreover, because l¯(Chkj) = 0 and l(C
h
kj) = − 1FChkj by some computation,
it results
A|h¯ = ∂˙h¯A = (lh¯ l¯ +mh¯m¯)A =
3A
2F
lh¯ + A|s¯ms¯mh¯; (3.8)
B|h¯ = ∂˙h¯B = (lh¯ l¯ +mh¯m¯)B =
B
2F
lh¯ +B|s¯ms¯mh¯;
A|h = ∂˙hA = (lhl +mhm)A = −5A
2F
lh + A|smsmh;
B|h = ∂˙hB = (lhl +mhm)B = −3B
2F
lh +B|smsmh.
Now, via the natural isomorphism between the bundles V T ′M and T ′M ,
composed with the horizontal lift ofHT ′M, we obtain the following orthonor-
mal local frame on HCT
′M,
{λ := liδi, µ = miδi, λ¯ := lı¯δı¯, µ¯ = mı¯δı¯}.
Let D be the C − F connection on (M,F ). Further on, let us give an
explicit expression for C − F connection with respect to horizontal local
frame {λ, µ, λ¯, µ¯}. Moreover, using (3.4) and Lijk = gm¯iδkgjm¯ it results
Lijk = Jl
iljlk + Ul
imjlk + V l
iljmk +Xl
imjmk (3.9)
+Omiljlk + Y m
imjlk + Em
iljmk +Hm
imjmk,
where we set
J : = ljlkliL
i
jk; U := m
jlkliL
i
jk; V := l
jmkliL
i
jk; X := m
jmkliL
i
jk (3.10)
O : = ljlkmiL
i
jk; Y := m
jlkmiL
i
jk; E := l
jmkmiL
i
jk; H := m
jmkmiL
i
jk.
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Here the horizontal settled quantities do not have tensorial character,
because under the change of charts we have
J ′ = J + T rablalblr ; U ′ =
T
|T |(U + T
r
abm
alblr) ; (3.11)
V ′ =
T
|T |(V + T
r
abl
amblr) ; X
′ =
T 2
|T |2 (X + T
r
abm
amblr) ;
O′ =
T
|T |(O + T
r
abl
albmr) ; Y
′ = Y + T rabmalbmr ;
E ′ = E + T rablambmr ; H ′ =
T
|T |(H + T
r
abm
ambmr),
where T rab := ∂z
′j
∂za
∂z′k
∂zb
∂2zr
∂z′j∂z′k
.
Firstly, the properties of the C − F connection N ik = Lijkηj and ∂˙jN ik =
Lijk, (see [15]), permit us to establish some links between the vertical and
horizontal terms (3.10) of this connection. Indeed,
N ik = F (Jl
ilk + V l
imk +Om
ilk + Em
imk) and
Lijk = (ljl +mjm)[F (Jl
ilk + V l
imk +Om
ilk + Em
imk)]
= [1
2
J + F l(J)]liljlk + [Fm(J)− V − FAO]limjlk + [F l(V ) + 32V ]liljmk
+[Fm(V ) + FAJ + 1
2
FBV − FAE]limjmk + [F l(O)− 12O]miljlk
+[Fm(O) + J − 1
2
FBO − E]mimjlk + [F l(E) + 12E]miljmk
+[Fm(E) + V + FAO]mimjmk which together with (3.9) give,
Proposition 3.1. Let (M,F ) be a 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space.
Then
i) J |k = 12F Jlk + [ 1F (U + V ) + AO]mk;
ii) V |k = − 12F V lk + [A(E − J)− 12BV + 1FX ]mk;
iii) O|k = 32FOlk + [ 1F (E + Y − J) + 12BO]mk;
iv) E|k = 12FElk + [ 1F (H − V )−AO]mk.
Proof. In the fixed local chart the assertions i)-iv) are true. We must prove
their global validity. For example, under the change of a local chart, we have
V ′|′k + 12F V ′l′k − [A′(E ′ − J ′)− 12B′V ′ + 1FX ′]m′k
= T|T |
∂zr
∂z
′k
{V |r+ 12F V lr− [A(E−J)− 12BV + 1FX ]mr}, where V ′|′k := ∂˙′kV ′.
Because V |r+ 12F V lr− [A(E−J)− 12BV + 1FX ]mr = 0, by its change rule
it results that it is zero in any local chart. Analogous results the geometric
character of the others assertions.
Proposition 3.2. Let (M,F ) be a 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space.
Then
i) It is Ka¨hler if and only if U = V and Y = E;
ii) It is weakly Ka¨hler if and only if U = V.
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Proof. i) By (3.9), Lijk − Likj = (U − V )limjlk + (V − U)liljmk + (Y −
E)mimjlk + (E − Y )miljmk. So, Lijk − Likj = 0 if and only if U = V and
Y = E.
To prove ii) we compute gilT
i
jkη
jηl = F 2(Lijk − Likj)lilj = F 2(V − U)mk.
It results gilT
i
jkη
jηl = 0 if and only if U = V .
Taking into account the local changes of U − V and Y −E, it follows the
global validity of these statements.
Further on, several calculus imply the following properties.
Proposition 3.3. With respect to the local Berwald frame, we have:
λ(li) = Jli + Umi ; λ¯(li) = λ¯(l
i) = 0 ; λ(li) = −Jli − Omi ; (3.12)
λ(mi) = Oli − 1
2
(J − Y )mi ; λ¯(mi) = 1
2
(J¯ + Y¯ )mi ;
λ(mi) = −Uli + 1
2
(J − Y )mi ; λ¯(mi) = −1
2
(J¯ + Y¯ )mi ;
µ(li) = V li +Xmi ; µ¯(li) = µ¯(l
i) = 0 ; µ(li) = −V li −Emi ;
µ(mi) = Eli +
1
2
(H − V )mi ; µ¯(mi) = 1
2
(V¯ + H¯)mi ;
µ(mi) = −Xli − 1
2
(H − V )mi ; µ¯(mi) = −1
2
(V¯ + H¯)mi ;
λ(g) = (J + Y )g ; µ(g) = (V +H)g ; δi = liλ+miµ ; λ(L) = µ(L) = 0
and their conjugates.
Then, from (3.12) we deduce that
li|j = li|j¯ = l
i
|j = l
i
|j¯ = 0; (3.13)
mi|j = −1
2
[(J + Y )lj + (V +H)mj ]mi; mi|j¯ =
1
2
[(J¯ + Y¯ )lj¯ + (V¯ + H¯)mj¯]mi;
mi|j =
1
2
[(J + Y )lj + (V +H)mj]m
i; mi|j¯ = −
1
2
[(J¯ + Y¯ )lj¯ + (V¯ + H¯)mj¯ ]m
i
and theirs conjugates.
4 Curvatures of the C-F connection
In this section, we shall compute the curvature coefficients of the C − F
connection with respect to the local frames {l, m, l¯, m¯} and {λ, µ, λ¯, µ¯}. By
means of these, we characterize the 2 - dimensional complex Finsler spaces.
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4.1 The vv¯− Riemann type tensor
Firstly, we study the vv¯− Riemann type tensor Sr¯jhk. Taking into account
Proposition 2.1 iii) and the formulas (3.5), (3.7) and (3.8), we have
Sr¯jhk = −(Alr¯mjmk +Bmr¯mjmk)|h¯
= [−A|h¯ + 3A2F lh¯ + (−AB¯ + BF )mh¯]lr¯mjmk
+(−B|h¯ + B2F lh¯ − BB¯2 mh¯)mr¯mjmk
= (−A|s¯ms¯ − AB¯ + BF )mh¯lr¯mjmk + (−B|s¯ms¯ − BB¯2 )mh¯mr¯mjmk.
But, Sr¯jhk is symmetric in j, k and r¯, h¯. Therefore, it results that
Sr¯jhk = Imh¯mr¯mjmk ; A|s¯ms¯ = −AB¯ +
B
F
, (4.1)
where I := −B|s¯ms¯ − BB¯
2
.
We note that I is invariable to the changes of the local coordinates thanks
to Sr¯jhk and mjmh¯mkmr¯ which are tensors. Further on, we point out some
properties of the function I, called by us the vertical curvature invariant.
By analogy with (2.7), we define the vertical holomorphic sectional cur-
vature in direction l
KvF,l(z, η) := 2R(l, l¯, l, l¯) (4.2)
and the vertical holomorphic sectional curvature in direction m
KvF,m(z, η) := 2R(m, m¯,m, m¯) (4.3)
Theorem 4.1. Let (M,F ) be a 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space. Then
i) KvF,l(z, η) = 0;
ii) KvF,m(z, η) = 2I and I is real valued;
iii) I|0 = −I.
Proof. By (4.1) R(l, l¯, l, l¯) = lh¯lr¯ljlkSr¯jhk = 0 and
R(m, m¯,m, m¯) = mh¯mr¯mjmkSr¯jhk = I. Indeed, I¯ = R(m, m¯,m, m¯) =
R(m, m¯,m, m¯) = I. These imply i) and ii).
Considering the Bianchi identity Sr¯jhk|i = Sr¯jhi|k, (see [15], p. 77) and
using the relations (3.5) and (4.1), we have
I|imh¯mr¯mjmk− 1F Imh¯mr¯mjmilk = I|kmh¯mr¯mjmi− 1F Imh¯mr¯mjmkli, which
contracted by mh¯mr¯mjmilk gives iii).
Proposition 4.1. Let (M,F ) be a 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space.
i) It is purely Hermitian if and only if A = 0;
ii) If |A| 6= 0 and B = 0 then I = 0 and A|h¯ = 3A2F lh¯.
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Proof. By (4.1), A = 0 implies B = 0. These give Cih¯j = 0 which means that
∂gih¯
∂ηj
= 0, i.e. F is purely Hermitian. Conversely, if F is purely Hermitian
then A = B = 0. Thus, the assertion i) is proved.
The claim ii) follows readily from (4.1) and (3.8). Obviously, the state-
ments are independent of the changes of local charts.
The above Proposition shows that there are 2 - dimensional complex
Finsler spaces with KvF,m(z, η) = 0 which are not purely Hermitian. Subse-
quently, we pay more attention to the case AB2 6= 0.
4.2 The vh¯− Riemann type tensor
Let Ξrjhk be the vh¯− Riemann type tensor. Using the Proposition 2.1 iii)
and the formulas (3.5) and (3.13), we have
Ξrjhk = −[A|h¯lr¯ + A(J¯ + Y¯ )lr¯lh¯ + A(V¯ + H¯)lr¯mh¯ (4.4)
+B|h¯mr¯ +
B
2
(J¯ + Y¯ )mr¯lh¯ +
B
2
(V¯ + H¯)mr¯mh¯]mjmk.
We wish to investigate the relationship among A, B, I and to characterize
the 2 - dimensional complex Finsler spaces by means of these. For this,
contracting the Bianchi identity
Ξrjh¯k|s¯ − Sr¯js¯k|h¯ + Ξr¯jp¯kCpsh = 0, (4.5)
(see [15], p. 77), with the tensor mr¯mjmkms¯ and taking into account (4.4)
and (3.7), we obtain
Ξrjhk|s¯mr¯mjmkms¯ = −{B|h¯|s¯ms¯ + B¯2B|h¯
+1
2
[−I(J¯ + Y¯ ) +B(J¯ + Y¯ )|s¯ms¯ − BF (V¯ + H¯)]lh¯
+1
2
[B|s¯ms¯(V¯ + H¯) +B(V¯ + H¯)|s¯ms¯]mh¯};
Sr¯js¯k|h¯m
r¯mjms¯mk = I|h¯;
Ξr¯jp¯kC
p
shm
r¯mjmkms¯ = −[ A¯
F
B|0¯+ B¯B|p¯mp¯+
A¯B
2
(J¯ + Y¯ ) + BB¯
2
(V¯ + H¯)]mh¯.
Hence
B|h¯|s¯ms¯ = −{
1
2
[−I(J¯ + Y¯ ) +B(J¯ + Y¯ )|s¯ms¯ − B
F
(V¯ + H¯)]lh¯ (4.6)
+
1
2
[(−I+BB¯
2
)(V¯ + H¯) +B(V¯ + H¯)|s¯ms¯
+2
A¯
F
B|0¯ + 2B¯B|p¯m
p¯ + A¯B(J¯ + Y¯ )]mh¯ + I|h¯ +
B¯
2
B|h¯}
and its conjugate.
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On the other hand, contracting in (4.5) by mr¯mjmkls¯, using
Ξr¯jhk|s¯mr¯mjmkls¯ = − 1F {B|h¯|0¯ − 12B|h¯ + B2 [−12(J¯ + Y¯ ) + (J + Y )|0¯]lh¯
+B
2
[1
2
(V¯ + H¯) + (V¯ + H¯)|0¯]mh¯} and
Sr¯js¯k|h¯m
r¯mjls¯mk = Ξr¯jp¯kC
p
shm
r¯mjmkls¯ = 0
we have,
B|h¯|0¯ =
1
2
B|h¯ −
B
2
[− J¯ + Y¯
2
+ (J¯ + Y¯ )|0¯]lh¯ (4.7)
−B
2
[
V¯ + H¯
2
+ (V¯ + H¯)|0¯]mh¯,
and its conjugate.
The conjugates of (4.6), (4.7) and Theorem 4.1 ii) allow us to write
B¯|k|j = 1
2F
{B¯|k − B¯[−J + Y
2
+ (J + Y )|0]lk (4.8)
−B¯[V +H
2
+ (V +H)|0]mk}lj
−{1
2
[−I(J + Y ) + B¯(J + Y )|sms − B¯
F
(V +H)]lk
+
1
2
[(−I+BB¯
2
)(V +H) + B¯(V +H)|sms
+2
A
F
B¯|0 + 2BB¯|sms + AB¯(J + Y )]mk + I|k +
B
2
B¯|k}mj.
It is also worthwhile to note the following identity
B¯|j|k = 1
2F
B¯|klj (4.9)
−{I|k + B¯
2
B|k +
B
2
B¯|k +
1
2
(−I−BB¯
2
)[(J + Y )lk + (V +H)mk]}mj,
which is obtained from (3.7), (3.8) and (4.1).
Therefore, (4.8) and (4.9) lead to
B¯|j|k − B¯|k|j = C ijkB¯|i +
B¯
2
{ 1
F
[−J + Y
2
+ (J + Y )|0]lklj (4.10)
+
1
F
[
V +H
2
+ (V +H)|0]mklj
+[
B
2
(J + Y ) + (J + Y )|sms − 1
F
(V +H)]lkmj
+[B(V +H) + (V +H)|sms + A(J + Y )]mkmj − B|kmj},
because C ijkB¯|i = (
A
F
B¯|0 +BB¯|sms)mkmj.
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4.3 The hv¯− Riemann type tensor
Now let us consider the hv¯− Riemann type tensor Pr¯jhk. By Proposition
2.1.ii) and formulas (3.5) and (3.7), it results that
Pr¯0hk = −F [A¯|k + A¯(J + Y )lk + A¯(V +H)mk]mr¯mh¯. (4.11)
But, Proposition 2.1 vi) allows us to reconstruct Pr¯jhk. Indeed,
Pr¯jhk = Pr¯0hk|j + Pr¯0hsCskj (4.12)
and from (4.11), we obtain
Pr¯0hsC
s
kj = −F [
A
F
A¯|0 +BA¯|sm
s (4.13)
+AA¯(J + Y ) +BA¯(V +H)]mr¯mh¯mkmj
and
Pr¯0hk|j = −{−
1
2
A¯|klj + FBA¯|kmj + FA¯|k|j − A¯(J + Y )lklj (4.14)
+A¯[FB(J + Y )− (V +H)]lkmj + FA¯B
2
(V +H)mkmj
+F [A¯|j(J + Y ) + A¯(J + Y )|j]lk
+F [A¯|j(V +H) + A¯(V +H)|j]mk}mr¯mh¯.
Plugging (4.13) and (4.14) into (4.12), gives
Pr¯jhk = −{−
1
2
A¯|klj + FBA¯|kmj + FA¯|k|j − A¯(J + Y )lklj (4.15)
+A¯[FB(J + Y )− (V +H)]lkmj
+[AA¯|0 + FBA¯|sm
s + FAA¯(J + Y ) +
3FA¯B
2
(V +H)]mkmj
+F [A¯|j(J + Y ) + A¯(J + Y )|j]lk
+F [A¯|j(V +H) + A¯(V +H)|j]mk}mr¯mh¯.
Recall the following property, Prjhk = Ξjrkh = Ξjrkh. Writing it by means of
(4.4) and (4.15), we obtain the conditions
A|k|0 = 3
2
A|k ; (4.16)
A|k|jmj = 1
F
B|k − BA|k − [ B¯
2F
(J + Y ) + A¯(J + Y )|sms − A¯
F
(V +H)]lk
−[( B¯
2F
+
A¯B
2
)(V +H) + A¯(V +H)|sms + AA¯(J + Y )
+
A
F
A|0 +BA|sm
s]mk
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and theirs conjugates.
From both formulas (4.16), it follows that
A|k|j = 3
2F
A|klj + { 1
F
B|k − BA|k (4.17)
−[ B¯
2F
(J + Y ) + A¯(J + Y )|sms − A¯
F
(V +H)]lk
−[( B¯
2F
+
A¯B
2
)(V +H) + A¯(V +H)|sms + AA¯(J + Y )
+
A
F
A|0 +BA|sm
s]mk}mj .
Moreover, from (3.7), (3.8) and (4.1), we have
A|j|k = 3
2F
A|klj + {−BA|k − AB|k + 1
F
B|k (4.18)
−( B¯
2F
− A¯B
2
)[(J + Y )lk + (V +H)mk]}mj .
By subtracting (4.17) from (4.18), we get
A|j|k − A|k|j = C ijkA|i (4.19)
−A{B|k − [B
2
(J + Y ) + (J + Y )|sms − 1
F
(V +H)]lk
−[B(V +H) + (V +H)|sms + A(J + Y )]mk}mj,
because C ijkA|i = (
A
F
A|0 +BA|sms)mkmj.
Theorem 4.2. Let (M,F ) be a 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space. Then
it is
i) purely Hermitian, or
ii) with |A| 6= 0, B = 0 and
(J + Y )|sms = 1
F
(V +H) ; (V +H)|sms = −A(J + Y ), (4.20)
or
iii) with AB2 6= 0 and
(J + Y )|0 = J + Y
2
; (V +H)|0 = −V +H
2
; (4.21)
B|k = [
B
2
(J + Y ) + (J + Y )|sms − 1
F
(V +H)]lk
+[B(V +H) + (V +H)|sms + A(J + Y )]mk.
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Proof. Writing the identity i) from Proposition 2.2 for the vertical terms A
and B it involves A|k|j − A|j|k = C ijkA|i and B|k|j − B |j|k = C ijkB|i. But,
taking into account (4.19) and (4.10), it follows
A{B|k − [B
2
(J + Y ) + (J + Y )|sms − 1
F
(V +H)]lk (4.22)
−[B(V +H) + (V +H)|sms + A(J + Y )]mk}mj = 0
and
B¯{ 1
F
[−J + Y
2
+ (J + Y )|0]lklj (4.23)
+
1
F
[
V +H
2
+ (V +H)|0]mklj
+[
B
2
(J + Y ) + (J + Y )|sms − 1
F
(V +H)]lkmj
+[B(V +H) + (V +H)|sms + A(J + Y )]mkmj − B|kmj} = 0.
Hence, we have the cases:
1. If A = 0 then by means of Proposition 4.1 i) gives the statement i), or
2. If A 6= 0 then |A| 6= 0 and by (4.22) we obtain
B|k = [
B
2
(J + Y ) + (J + Y )|sms − 1
F
(V +H)]lk (4.24)
+[B(V +H) + (V +H)|sms + A(J + Y )]mk,
which substituted into (4.23) leads to
B¯{[−J + Y
2
+ (J + Y )|0]lklj + [V +H
2
+ (V +H)|0]mklj} = 0. (4.25)
From here, it results either B¯ = 0 which together with (4.24) gives ii) or
B¯ 6= 0. In this last case we have |B| 6= 0, and by (4.24) results (J + Y )|0 =
J+Y
2
and (V +H)|0 = −V +H2 , which with (4.23) imply iii).
The independence of the above statement to the changes of local charts
results by straightforward computations using (3.11).
4.4 Two dimensional complex Berwald and Landsberg
spaces
The above considerations offer us the premises for some special characteriza-
tions of the 2 - dimensional complex Berwald and Landsberg spaces. Firstly,
we write the identity iv) of Proposition 2.1 in terms of the local complex
Berwald frame. Some computations give
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∂˙h¯L
i
jk = {[l¯(J) + 12F J ]liljlk + [l¯(U)− 12F U ]limjlk + [l¯(V )− 12F V ]liljmk
+[l¯(X)− 1
2F
X ]limjmk + [l¯(O) +
3
2F
O]miljlk + [l¯(Y ) +
1
2F
Y ]mimjlk
+[l¯(E) + 1
2F
E]miljmk + [l¯(H)− 12FH ]mimjmk}lh¯
+{[m¯(J)− 1
F
O]liljlk + [m¯(U)− 1F (Y − J) + 12B¯U ]limjlk
+[m¯(V )− 1
F
(E−J)+ 1
2
B¯V ]liljmk+[m¯(X)− 1F (H−U−V )+ B¯X ]limjmk
+[m¯(O)− 1
2
B¯O]miljlk + [m¯(Y ) +
1
F
O]mimjlk + [m¯(E) +
1
F
O]miljmk
+[m¯(H) + 1
F
(Y + E) + 1
2
B¯H ]mimjmk}mh¯.
Using Ξrjhk = −Cjr¯k|h¯ and (4.4) it results
Cjr¯k|h¯ = [A|h¯lr¯+A(J¯+ Y¯ )lr¯lh¯+A(V¯ + H¯)lr¯mh¯+B|h¯mr¯+
B
2
(J¯+ Y¯ )mr¯lh¯+
B
2
(V¯ + H¯)mr¯mh¯]mjmk.
The above outcomes substituted into Proposition 2.1 iv), lead to
Proposition 4.2. Let (M,F ) be a 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space.
Then
i) J |k¯ = − 12F Jlk¯ + 1FOmk¯; V |k¯ = 12F V lk¯ + [ 1F (E − J)− 12B¯V ]mk¯;
ii) l¯(U)− 1
2F
U = l¯(X)− 1
2F
X = l¯(O)+ 3
2F
O = l¯(Y )+ 1
2F
Y = l¯(E) + 1
2F
E
= l¯(H)− 1
2F
H = 0;
iii) m¯(U)− 1
F
(Y − J) + 1
2
B¯U + FA[m¯(O)− 1
2
B¯O] = 0;
iv) m¯(V )− 1
F
(E − J) + 1
2
B¯V = 0;
v) m¯(X)− 1
F
(H − U − V ) + B¯X + FA[m¯(E) + 1
F
O] = 0;
vi) 1
F
A¯|0 + A¯(J + Y ) = m¯(O)− 12B¯O;
vii) 1
F
B¯|0 + B¯2 (J + Y ) = m¯(Y ) +
1
F
O + FB[m¯(O)− 1
2
B¯O];
viii) A¯|kmk + A¯(V +H) = m¯(E) + 1FO;
ix) B¯|kmk + B¯2 (V +H) = m¯(H) +
1
F
(Y +E) + 1
2
B¯H + FB[m¯(E) + 1
F
O].
Next, we rewrite the identity v) from Proposition 2.1, ∂˙hL
i
jk = Cjr¯h|kg
r¯i
with respect to the complex Berwald frame. Taking into account Proposition
3.1, we have
∂˙hL
i
jk = {[l(U) + 12F U ]limjlmk + [l(X) + 32FX ]limjmk
+[l(Y )− 1
2F
Y ]mimjlk + [l(H) +
1
2F
H ]mimjmk}lh
+{[m(U)−A(Y −J)+ 1
2
BU− 1
F
X ]limjlk+[m(Y )+AO− 1F (H−U)]mimjlk
+[m(X) + A(U + V −H) +BX ]limjmk
+[m(H) + A(Y + E) + 1
F
X + 1
2
BH ]mimjmk}mh.
On the other hand, Cjr¯h|kgr¯i = {[A|k −A(J + Y )lk −A(V +H)mk]li
+[B|k − B2 (J + Y )lk − B2 (V +H)mk]mi}mjmh. From here we obtain
Proposition 4.3. Let (M,F ) be a 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space.
Then
i) l(U) + 1
2F
U = l(X) + 3
2F
X = l(Y )− 1
2F
Y = l(H) + 1
2F
H = 0;
ii) m(U)− A(Y − J) + 1
2
BU − 1
F
X = 1
F
A|0 − A(J + Y );
iii) m(Y ) + AO − 1
F
(H − U) = 1
F
B|0 − B2 (J + Y );
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iv) m(X) + A(U + V −H) +BX = A|kmk −A(V +H);
v) m(H) + A(Y + E) + 1
F
X + 1
2
BH = B|kmk − B2 (V +H).
We note that the assertions of Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 are preserved to
changes of local charts.
Now, taking into account (3.9), we have Gi = F
2
2
(Jli + Omi). By (3.6)
and by Proposition 4.2 i), ii) and vi) result ∂˙h¯G
i = F
2
2
[m¯(O)− 1
2
B¯O]mimh¯ =
F
2
[A¯|0 + FA¯(J + Y )]mimh¯. So, we have proved
Lemma 4.1. For any 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space, ∂˙h¯G
i = 0 if
and only if m¯(O) = 1
2
B¯O, equivalently with A¯|0 + FA¯(J + Y ) = 0.
Theorem 4.3. If (M,F ) is a Ka¨hler 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space,
then ∂˙h¯G
i = 0.
Proof. By Propositions 3.2, 4.2 iii) and iv) result FA[m¯(O)− 1
2
B¯O] = 0. So,
we have either A = 0 or m¯(O) = 1
2
B¯O. If A = 0, by Proposition 4.2 vi) we
obtain m¯(O) = 1
2
B¯O, which is globally. So that ∂˙h¯G
i = 0. If m¯(O) = 1
2
B¯O,
by Lemma 4.1, results ∂˙h¯G
i = 0.
Remark 4.1. The above theorem shows that in dimension two, the class of
the complex Berwald spaces coincides with the class of Ka¨hler spaces.
Theorem 4.4. A 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space is Berwald if and
only if it is weakly Ka¨hler and ∂˙h¯G
i = 0.
Proof. The necessity is obvious. For sufficiency, using Propositions 3.2. ii),
4.3 iii) and iv) and Lemma 4.1, it results m¯(V )− 1
F
(Y − J) + 1
2
B¯V = 0 and
m¯(V )− 1
F
(E − J) + 1
2
B¯V = 0. From here we obtain Y = E, i.e. the space is
Ka¨hler, and therefore Berwald.
Proposition 4.4. If (M,F ) is a 2 - dimensional complex Berwald space,
then
U |k¯ =
1
2F
Ulk¯ + [
1
F
(Y − J)− 1
2
B¯U ]mk¯; Y |k¯ = −
1
2F
Y lk¯ −
1
F
Omk¯;
O|k¯ = −
3
2F
Olk¯ +
1
2
B¯Omk¯; X|k¯ =
1
2F
Xlk¯ + [
1
F
(H − 2V )− B¯X ]mk¯;
H|k¯ =
1
2F
Hlk¯ − (
2
F
Y +
1
2
B¯H)mk¯; (4.26)
equivalently with
A|k¯ = −A(J¯ + Y¯ )lk¯ −A(V¯ + H¯)mk¯; (4.27)
B|k¯ = −
B
2
(J¯ + Y¯ )lk¯ −
B
2
(V¯ + H¯)mk¯;
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equivalently with
U |k = − 1
2F
Ulk + [A(Y − J)− 1
2
BU +
1
F
X ]mk; (4.28)
Y |k = 1
2F
Y lk + [
1
F
(H − U)− AO]mk;
X|k = − 3
2F
Xlk − [2AU − AH + BX ]mk;
H|k = − 1
2F
Hlk − [2AY + 1
2
BH +
1
F
X ]mk;
equivalently with
A|k = A(J + Y )lk + A(V +H)mk; (4.29)
B|k =
B
2
(J + Y )lk +
B
2
(V +H)mk.
Proof. Under the assumption of Berwald, we have ∂˙h¯G
i = ∂˙h¯N
i
k = ∂˙h¯L
i
jk = 0
which together with Proposition 4.2 induces (4.26). Using Theorem 2.2 and
Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 it results the equivalence between (4.26), (4.27),
(4.28) and (4.29). By straightforward computations it results their global
validity.
We note that the equivalent sets of relations (4.26), (4.27), (4.28) and
(4.29) have a geometric character and are only necessary conditions for com-
plex Berwald space. These become sufficient together with weakly Ka¨hler
condition.
Trivial examples of complex Berwald spaces are given by the purely Her-
mitian and locally Minkowski manifolds. An nontrivial example of 2 - di-
mensional complex Berwald space is welcomed.
Let ∆ = {(z, w) ∈ C2, |w| < |z| < 1} be the Hartogs triangle with the
Ka¨hler-purely Hermitian metric
aij =
∂2
∂zi∂zj
(log
1
(1− |z|2) (|z|2 − |w|2)); α
2(z, w; η, θ) = aijη
iηj, (4.30)
where z, w, η, θ are the local coordinates z1, z2, η1, η2, respectively, and
|zi|2 := ziz¯i, zi ∈ {z, w}, ηi ∈ {η, θ}. We choose
bz =
w
|z|2 − |w|2 ; bw = −
z
|z|2 − |w|2 . (4.31)
With these tools we construct α(z, w, η, θ) :=
√
aij¯(z, w)ηiη¯j and β(z, η) =
bi(z, w)η
i and from here we obtain the complex Randers metric F = α+ |β|
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and the complex Kropina metric F := α
2
|β| . By a direct computation, we
deduce
azz =
1
(1− |z|2)2 + bzbz¯; azw = bzbw¯; aww = bwbw¯; (4.32)
azz =
(
1− |z|2)2 ; awz = wz (1− |z|2)2|z|2 ;
aww =
(|z|2 − |w|2)2
|z|2 +
|w|2 (1− |z|2)2
|z|2 ;
bz = 0; bw = −|z|
2 − |w|2
z
; ||b||2 = 1; α2 − |β|2 = |η|
2
(1− |z|2)2
and the horizontal coefficients of the C − F connection are
Lzzz =
2z
1− |z|2 ; L
z
zw = L
z
wz = 0 ; L
w
zz =
1
1− |z|2 +
1
|z|2 − |w|2 ;
Lwzw = L
w
wz = −
|z|2 + |w|2
z (|z|2 − |w|2) ; L
w
ww =
2w
|z|2 − |w|2 .
which attest the Ka¨hler property. The spray coefficients
Gz =
zη2
1− |z|2 ; G
w =
zw
z
(
1
1− |z|2 +
1
|z|2 − |w|2
)
η2 +
w
|z|2 − |w|2θ
2
are holomorphic in η. Moreover, KvF,m(z, η) = − 2F 2 < 0.
Proposition 4.5. If (M,F ) is a 2 - dimensional complex Berwald space,
then I|j = 0.
Proof. Firstly, because the space is Berwald, the identity ii) from Proposition
2.2 is B|k¯|j −B|j|k¯ = 0. On the other hand, the relations (3.7), (3.8), (3.13),
(4.1) and (4.29) lead to B|k¯|j −B|j|k¯ = −I|jmk¯. So, I|j = 0.
The converse of the above Proposition is not true. There exist 2 - di-
mensional complex Finsler spaces with I|j = 0 which are not Berwald. We
attest this fact by an example. Namely, we consider the complex version of
Antonelli - Shimada metric
F 2AS = LAS(z, w; η, θ) := e
2σ
(|η|4 + |θ|4) 12 , with η, θ 6= 0, (4.33)
on a domain D from T˜ ′M, dimC M = 2, such that its metric tensor is non-
degenerated. We relabeled the local coordinates z1, z2, η1, η2 as z, w, η, θ,
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respectively. σ(z, w) is a real valued function and |ηi|2 := ηiηi, ηi ∈ {η, θ},
([15]).
A direct computation leads to
gzz : = g11 =
e8σ|η|2(|η|4 + 2|θ|4)
L3AS
; gzz := g11 =
2|η|4 + |θ|4
2|η|2LAS ;
gzw : = g12 = −
e8σ|η|2|θ|2ηθ
L3AS
; gwz := g21 =
ηθ
2LAS
;
gww : = g22 =
e8σ|θ|2(2|η|4 + |θ|4)
L3AS
; gww := g22 =
|η|4 + 2|θ|4
2|θ|2LAS ;
∆2 = det
(
gij
)
=
2e8σ|η|2|θ|2
L2AS
;
lz : = l1 =
η
FAS
; lw := l2 =
θ
FAS
;
lz : = l1 =
e4σ|η|2η
F 3AS
; lw := l2 =
e4σ|θ|2θ
F 3AS
;
mz : = m1 = − |θ|θ√
2|η|FAS
; mw := m2 =
|η|η√
2|θ|FAS
;
mz : = m1 = −2e
4σ|η||θ|θ√
2F 3AS
; mw := m2 =
2e4σ|η||θ|η√
2F 3AS
.
The nonzero coefficients of the C − F connection are
Lzzz = L
w
wz = 2
∂σ
∂z
; Lzzw = L
w
ww = 2
∂σ
∂w
; (4.34)
Czzz =
e8σ|θ|8η
|η|2L4AS
; Czzw = C
z
wz = −
e8σ|θ|6θ
L4AS
; Czww =
e8σ|θ|4θ2η
L4AS
;
Cwww =
e8σ|η|8θ
|θ|2L4AS
; Cwzw = C
w
wz = −
e8σ|η|6η
L4AS
; Cwzz =
e8σ|η|4η2θ
L4AS
.
From here we obtain
A =
η2θ
2
2|η|2|θ|2FAS ; B =
ηθ(|η|4 − |θ|4)√
2|η|3|θ|3FAS
6= 0; I = 2
LAS
;
and so I|k = 0. Moreover, KvFAS ,m(z, η) =
4
LAS
> 0. The local coefficients Lijk
depend only on z and w, but the Antonelli - Shimada metric is not Berwald
because, in generally, it is not Ka¨hler. If σ is a constant, then the Antonelli
- Shimada metric is Berwald and locally Minkowski.
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The above examples suggest us to pay attention to the class of 2 - di-
mensional complex Finsler spaces with I|i = − IF li and I|k = 0. With these
assumptions we obtain ∂I
∂zk
= N rkI|r = − IF lrN rk = − IL ∂L∂zk . From here it results
L ∂I
∂zk
+ I ∂L
∂zk
= 0 and so, ∂(IL)
∂zk
= 0. Thus, we have proved
Theorem 4.5. Let (M,F ) be a connected 2 - dimensional complex Finsler
space with I|k = 0, I|i = − IF li and AB2 6= 0. Then IL is a constant on (M,F )
and KvF,m(z, η) =
2c
L
, where c ∈ R.
Proof. Indeed, from the above considerations we have ∂(IL)
∂zk
= 0. Therefore,
IL does not depend on z. Hence IL = c(η, η¯), where c(η, η¯) is real valued.
Differentiating, we obtain I|iL + F Ili = c|i. But, I|i = − IF li. Hence c|i = 0
and its conjugate, which means that c is a constant. It results that I = c
L
.
In order to investigate 2 - dimensional complex Landsberg spaces, we
translate the RΓ and BΓ connections in terms of the local complex Berwald
frames. After some computations we obtain
c
Lijk = Jl
iljlk +
U + V
2
(limjlk + l
iljmk) + [X − FA
2
(Y − E)]limjmk (4.35)
+Omiljlk +
Y + E
2
(mimjlk +m
iljmk) + [H − FB
2
(Y − E)]mimjmk
and
B
Lijk = Jl
iljlk +
U + V
2
(limjlk + l
iljmk) (4.36)
+{X + 1
2
[A|0 − FA(J + Y )]}limjmk +Omiljlk
+
Y + E
2
(mimjlk +m
iljmk) + {H + 1
2
[B|0 − FB
2
(J + Y )]}mimjmk.
By (4.35), (4.36) and (3.11) immediately results
Theorem 4.6. A 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space is Landsberg if and
only if FA(E − Y ) = A|0−FA(J + Y ) and FB(E − Y ) = B|0− FB2 (J + Y ).
Proposition 4.6. If (M,F ) is a 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space
weakly Ka¨hler with B = 0 then it is Landsberg.
Proof. Because U = V and B = 0, by Proposition 4.1 ii) and Proposition 4.3
ii) we have FA(E − Y ) = A|0−FA(J + Y ), i.e. the space is Landsberg.
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4.5 The hh¯− Riemann type tensor
Let us investigate the hh¯− Riemann type tensor Rr¯jhk. By (2.5), (3.5) and
(3.12) we can write
Rr¯jhk = gir¯R
i
jh¯k
= − (lilr¯ +mimr¯) {(lh¯λ¯+mh¯µ¯)(Lijk)
+[(lh¯λ¯ +mh¯µ¯)(N
n
k )](Al
imjmn +Bm
imjmn)}
= − (lilr¯ +mimr¯) lh¯[λ¯(Lijk) + F λ¯(Lnsk)ls(Ali +Bmi)mjmn]
− (lilr¯ +mimr¯)mh¯[µ¯(Lijk) + F µ¯(Lnsk)ls(Ali +Bmi)mjmn]. It results that
Rr¯jh¯k = −[λ¯(liLijk) + FAλ¯(Lnskls)mjmn]lr¯lh¯ (4.37)
−[λ¯(Lijk)mi + FBλ¯(Lnskls)mjmn]mr¯lh¯
−[µ¯(liLijk) + FAµ¯(Lnskls)mjmn]lr¯mh¯
−[µ¯(Lijk)mi + FBµ¯(Lnsknls)mjm]mr¯mh¯.
Further on, our goal is to find the link between the horizontal covariant
derivatives of the functions (3.10) and theirs properties. Indeed, from (4.37)
it follows that R0¯0h¯0 = −LFλ¯(ljlkliLijk)lh¯ − LFµ¯(ljlkliLijk)mh¯ = −LJ|0¯lh¯ −
LFJ|s¯ms¯mh¯ and R0¯00¯k = −LFλ¯(ljliLijk). The property R0¯0k¯0 = R0¯00¯k leads
to F λ¯(ljliL
i
jk) = J¯|0lk + F J¯|sm
smk, which gives
J¯|0 = J|0¯ ; J¯|sm
s =
1
F
V|0¯ +
1
2
V (J¯ + Y¯ ). (4.38)
Moreover, by (4.37)
Rr¯00¯0 = −LFλ¯(ljlkliLijk)lr¯ − LFλ¯(ljlkmiLijk)mr¯ + 12LFO(J¯ + Y¯ )mr¯
= −LJ|0¯lr¯ − LO|0¯mr¯ + 12LFO(J¯ + Y¯ )mr¯ and
R0¯r0¯0 = −LFλ¯(lkliLirk)− L2Aλ¯(lklsmnLnsk)mr + 12L2AO(J¯ + Y¯ )mr
= −LFλ¯(lkliLirk)− LFAO|0¯mr + 12L2AO(J¯ + Y¯ )mr.
But, Rr¯00¯0 = Rr0¯00¯ = R0¯r0¯0 leads to
J¯|0lr+ [O¯|0− 12FO¯(J +Y )]mr = F λ¯(lkliLirk)+FA[O|0¯− 12FO(J¯ + Y¯ )]mr.
The contraction with mr gives
O¯|0− 1
2
FO¯(J + Y )− FAO|0¯+
1
2
LAO(J¯ + Y¯ ) = U|0¯ +
1
2
FU(J¯ + Y¯ ). (4.39)
Next, from (4.37) we have
Rr¯0h¯0m
r¯ = −Lλ¯(ljlkLijk)milh¯ − Lµ¯(ljlkLijk)mimh¯
= −F [O|0¯lh¯ − 12FO(J¯ + Y¯ )]lh¯ − L[O|s¯ms¯ − 12O(V¯ + H¯)]mh¯.
On the other hand
R0¯r0¯hm
r = −Lλ¯(mrliLirh)− 12L(J¯ + Y¯ )(Ulh +Xmh)− LFAλ¯(lsmnLnsh)
+1
2
LFA(J¯ + Y¯ )(Olh + Emh).
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Using Rr¯0h¯0m
r¯ = Rr0¯h0¯m
r = R0¯r0¯hm
r, we obtain
[O¯|0 − 12FO¯(J + Y )]lh + F [O¯|sms − 12O¯(V +H)]mh
= F λ¯(mrliL
i
rh) + LAλ¯(l
smnL
n
sh) +
1
2
F (J¯ + Y¯ )(Ulh +Xmh)
−1
2
LA(J¯ + Y¯ )(Olh + Emh),
which by transvection with mh gives
O¯|sm
s − 1
2
O¯(V +H)−AE|0¯ = 1
F
X|0¯ +X(J¯ + Y¯ ). (4.40)
Taking again into account (4.37), it follows
R0¯0h¯km
k = −Lλ¯(ljliLijk)mklh¯ − Lµ¯(ljliLijk)mkmh¯
= −F [V|0¯ + 12FV (J¯ + Y¯ )]lh¯ − L[V|s¯ms¯ + 12V (V¯ + H¯)]mh¯ and
R0¯0k¯hm
k¯ = −Lµ¯(ljliLijh).
These relations together with R0¯0h¯km
kmh¯ = R00¯hk¯m
k¯mh = R0¯0k¯hm
k¯mh
give
V¯|sms +
1
2
V¯ (V +H) = V|s¯ms¯ +
1
2
V (V¯ + H¯). (4.41)
Next, (4.37) involves
Rr¯0h¯km
r¯mk = −F λ¯(ljmkmiLijk)lh¯ − F µ¯(ljmkmiLijk)mh¯
= −E|0¯lh¯ − FE|s¯ms¯mh¯ and
R0¯rk¯hm
rmk¯ = −F µ¯(liLirh)mr − LAµ¯(lsLnsh)mn.
But, Rr¯0h¯km
r¯mk = Rr0¯hk¯m
rmk¯ = R0¯rk¯hm
rmk¯ so that
−E¯|0lh − FE¯|smsmh = −F µ¯(liLirh)mr − LAµ¯(lsLnsh)mn.
By transvection with lh and mh we obtain
1
F
E¯|0 − FAO|s¯ms¯ + 1
2
FAO(V¯ + H¯) = U|s¯m
s¯ +
1
2
U(V¯ + H¯); (4.42)
E¯|sm
s − FAE|s¯ms¯ = X|s¯ms¯ +X(V¯ + H¯).
Using again (4.37), we have
Rr¯jh¯km
r¯mjmk = −[λ¯(Lijk)mimjmk + FBλ¯(lsmkmnLnsk)]lh¯
−[µ¯(Lijk)mimjmk + FBµ¯(lsmkmnLnsk)]mh¯
= −( 1
F
H|0¯+
1
2
H(J¯+ Y¯ )+BE|0¯)lh¯−(H|s¯ms¯+ 12H(V¯ +H¯)+FBE|s¯ms¯)mh¯.
On the other hand,
Rj¯rk¯hm
j¯mrmk¯ = −µ¯(mrmiLirh)− FBµ¯(lsLnsh)mn.
But, Rr¯jh¯km
r¯mjmk = Rrj¯hk¯m
j¯mrmk¯ = Rj¯rk¯hm
j¯mrmk¯ which leads to
−( 1
F
H¯|0 + 12H¯(J + Y ) + B¯E¯|0)lh − (H¯|sms + 12H¯(V +H) + FB¯E¯|sms)mh
= −µ¯(mrmiLirh)− FBµ¯(lsLnsh)mn.
The transvection with lh and mh gives
1
F
H¯|0 +
1
2
H¯(J + Y ) + B¯E¯|0 = Y|s¯m
s¯ + FBO|s¯m
s¯ − 1
2
FBO(V¯ + H¯);
H¯|sm
s +
1
2
H¯(V +H) + FB¯E¯|sm
s = H|s¯m
s¯ +
1
2
H(V¯ + H¯) + FBE|s¯m
s¯.
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Now, Rr¯jh¯0m
r¯mj = −[F λ¯(mjlkmiLijk) + LBλ¯(lslkLnsk)mn]lh¯
−[F µ¯(mjlkmiLijk) + LBµ¯(lslkLnsk)mn]mh¯
= −[Y|0¯ + FBO|0¯ − 12LO(J¯ + Y¯ )]lh¯
−F [Y|s¯ms¯ + FBO|s¯ms¯ − 12FBO(V¯ + H¯)]mh¯
and
Rj¯r0¯hm
j¯mr = −F λ¯(mrmiLirh)− LBλ¯(lsLnsh)mn.
The conjugation Rr¯jh¯0m
r¯mjlh¯ = Rrj¯h0¯m
j¯mrlh = Rj¯r0¯hm
j¯mrlh gives
Y¯|0 + FB¯O¯|0 − 1
2
LO¯(J + Y ) = Y|0¯ + FBO|0¯ − 1
2
LO(J¯ + Y¯ ). (4.43)
Lemma 4.2. Let (M,F ) be a 2 - dimensional weakly Ka¨hler complex Finsler
space. Then
i) 1
F
O¯|0 − 12O¯(J + Y )− AO|0¯ + 12FAO(J¯ + Y¯ ) = J¯|sms;
ii) 1
F
E¯|0 − FAO|s¯ms¯ + 12FAO(V¯ + H¯) = V|s¯ms¯ + 12V (V¯ + H¯).
Proof. It results by Proposition 3.2, (4.38), (4.39) and (4.42) . By computa-
tion using (3.11), we obtain the global validity of these assertions.
Remark 4.2. If (M,F ) is purely Hermitian (A = 0) and Ka¨hler, then 1
F
O¯|0−
1
2
O¯(J + Y ) = J¯|sms and V|s¯ms¯ + 12V (V¯ + H¯) =
1
F
E¯|0.
In order to show the geometrical aspects of the above computations, con-
sidering (2.7), we define the horizontal holomorphic sectional curvature in
direction λ by
KhF,λ(z, η) := 2R(λ, λ¯, λ, λ¯) (4.44)
and the horizontal holomorphic sectional curvature in direction µ by
KhF,µ(z, η) = 2R(µ, µ¯, µ, µ¯). (4.45)
Theorem 4.7. Let (M,F ) be a 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space. Then
i) KhF,λ(z, η) = 2K, where K := − 1F J|0¯;
ii) KhF,µ(z, η) = 2W, where W :=−H|s¯ms¯ − 12H(V¯ + H¯)− BFE|s¯ms¯.
Proof. By (4.37) we obtain R(λ, λ¯, λ, λ¯) = lh¯lr¯ljlkRr¯jhk = −λ¯(ljlkliLijk) =
− 1
F
J|0¯ and so i) is proved. Similarly, we have
R(µ, µ¯, µ, µ¯) = mh¯mr¯mjmkRr¯jhk = −µ¯(Lijk)mjmkmi−FBµ¯(lsLnsk)mkmn
=− µ¯(H)− 1
2
H(V¯ + H¯)−FBµ¯(E) = −H|s¯ms¯− 12H(V¯ + H¯)−FBE|s¯ms¯,
i.e. ii).
Changing the local coordinates (zk, ηk)k=1,2 into (z
′k, η′k)k=1,2, it results
K′ = K and W′ =W, which complete the proof.
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We call the functions K and W the horizontal curvature invariants. Fur-
ther on, our goal is to find the link between the hh¯− Riemann type tensors
Rr¯jhk, K and W.
Then, using (2.5), δi = liλ +miµ and (4.37), Rr¯jh¯k = R(δj, δr¯, δk, δh¯) is
decomposed into sixteen terms.
Proposition 4.7. Let (M,F ) be a 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space.
Then
Rr¯jh¯k = Klr¯ljlh¯lk +Wmr¯mjmh¯mk (4.46)
−[ 1
F
O¯|0 − 1
2
O¯(J + Y )]lr¯mjlh¯lk − [
1
F
O|0¯ − 1
2
O(J¯ + Y¯ )]mr¯ljlh¯lk
−J¯|smslr¯ljlh¯mk − J|s¯ms¯lr¯ljmh¯lk
−[V|s¯ms¯ + 1
2
V (V¯ + H¯)]lr¯ljmh¯mk −
1
F
E¯|0mr¯ljlh¯mk
− 1
F
E|0¯lr¯mjmh¯lk − [
1
F
Y|0¯ +BO|0¯ − 1
2
FBO(J¯ + Y¯ )]mr¯mjlh¯lk
−E|s¯ms¯mr¯ljmh¯mk − [
1
F
H¯|0 +
1
2
H¯(J + Y ) + B¯E¯|0]mr¯mjmh¯lk
−E¯|smslr¯mjmh¯mk − [
1
F
H|0¯ +
1
2
H(J¯ + Y¯ ) +BE|0¯]mr¯mjlh¯mk
−[O|s¯ms¯ − 1
2
O(V¯ + H¯)]mr¯ljmh¯lk − [O¯|sms −
1
2
O¯(V +H)]lr¯mjlh¯mk.
Remark 4.3. If Rr¯jh¯k = 0 then the horizontal holomorphic sectional curva-
ture in any direction is zero.
Now we come back to the Antonelli-Shimada metric (4.33) in order to
study its horizontal curvature invariants K and W and its hh− Riemann
type tensor. After some direct computations we get
J = Y = 2
∂σ
∂zi
ηi; E = O = 0;
H = V = −
√
2
|η||θ|FAS
(
∂σ
∂z
|θ|2θ − ∂σ
∂w
|η|2η
)
,
which substituted into (4.46) give
Rrjhk = gjr(Klhlk +Wmhmk − J¯|smslh¯mk − J|s¯ms¯mh¯lk),
where
K = − 2
LAS
∂2σ
∂zk∂zh
ηkηh; (4.47)
W = −K
2
− e
−4σLAS
|η|2|θ|2
(
∂2σ
∂z∂z
|θ|2 + ∂
2σ
∂w∂w
|η|2
)
.
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Proposition 4.8. The horizontal holomorphic sectional curvature in direc-
tion λ of the Antonelli-Shimada metric, KhFAS ,λ(z, η) is strictly negative (pos-
itive) if and only if the (1, 1)− form ∂2σ
∂zk∂zh
ηkηh is positive (negative) definite.
Proof. Indeed, KhFAS ,λ(z, η) = 2K = − 4LAS ∂
2σ
∂zk∂zh
ηkηh. Its sign depends on
the sign of the (1, 1)− form ∂2σ
∂zk∂zh
ηkηh.
For example if σ(z, w) = log 1
(1−|z|2)(|z|2−|w|2) then
∂2σ
∂zk∂zh
ηkηh is a purely
Hermitian metric on the Hartogs triangle D = {(z, w) ∈ C2, |w| < |z| < 1} .
Therefore, KhFAS ,λ(z, η) < 0.
Another example, if σ(z, w) = log(1 − |z|2 − |w|2), (it) leads to the
Bergman metric− ∂2σ
∂zk∂zh
ηkηh on the unit diskD2 := {(z, w) ∈ C2, |z|2 + |w|2 < 1} .
It results that KhFAS ,λ(z, η) > 0 and K
h
FAS ,µ
(z, η) < 0.
Proposition 4.9. If σ(z, w) is a harmonic function, i.e. ∂
2σ
∂z∂z
= ∂
2σ
∂w∂w
= 0,
then KhFAS ,µ(z, η) = −12KhFAS ,λ(z, η).
Proof. It results by (4.47).
We point out that the hh¯− Riemann type tensors Rr¯jhk generally are not
symmetric. But, (4.46) permits us to study this particular case and some
others.
4.5.1 A weakly symmetry condition
We call the property R0¯k0¯0 = R0¯00¯k as being a weakly symmetry condition of
the curvature. First, we want to see what does this condition mean, in terms
of the horizontal terms (3.10). The answer is below.
Corollary 4.1. Let (M,F ) be a 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space. Then
R0¯k0¯0 = R0¯00¯k if and only if J¯|sms =
1
F
O¯|0 − 12O¯(J + Y ).
Proof. (4.46) gives thatR0¯k0¯0 = F
3{Klk−[ 1F O¯|0− 12O¯(J+Y )]mk} andR0¯00¯k =
F 3[Klk − J¯|smsmk]. So (that), R0¯k0¯0 = R0¯00¯k iff J¯|sms = 1F O¯|0 − 12O¯(J + Y ),
which is globally by (3.11).
Proposition 4.10. Let (M,F ) be a 2 - dimensional weakly Ka¨hler complex
Finsler space with R0¯k0¯0 = R0¯00¯k. Then it is either purely Hermitian or with
J|s¯ms¯ = 0.
Proof. Lemma 4.2 i) together with Corollary 4.1 leads to AJ|s¯ms¯ = 0, which
gives A = 0 or J|s¯ms¯ = 0. Both conditions work globally.
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Further on, our goal is to find the properties of the invariants K and W
with this condition of weakly symmetry. Therefore, we write the identity i)
of Proposition 2.2 for J
J |r¯|s¯ − J|s¯|r¯ = C n¯s¯r¯J|n¯. (4.48)
Using 4.2 i) and (3.13) we have
J |r¯|s¯ = − 1
2F
J|s¯lr¯ + [
1
F
O|s¯ − 1
2F
O(J¯ + Y¯ )ls¯ − 1
2F
O(V¯ + H¯)ms¯]mr¯. (4.49)
On the other hand, J|s¯ = −Kls¯ + J|h¯mh¯ms¯ and using (3.7) we obtain
J|s¯|r¯ = −
(
K|r¯ + 1
2F
Klr¯+
1
F
J|r¯
)
ls¯ + J|h¯|r¯mh¯ms¯. (4.50)
Plugging (4.49) and (4.50) into (4.48), it results
− 1
2F
J|s¯lr¯ + 1FO|s¯mr¯ +
(
K|r¯ + 12FKlr¯+ 1F J|r¯ − 12FO(J¯ + Y¯ )mr¯
)
ls¯
−
(
J|h¯|r¯mh¯ + 12FO(V¯ + H¯)mr¯
)
ms¯ = (−A¯K+ B¯J|h¯mh¯)mr¯ms¯
which contracted by ls¯ and ms¯mr¯ respectively, leads to
K|r¯ = − 1
F
[J|h¯m
h¯ +
1
F
O|0¯ −
1
2
O(J¯ + Y¯ )]mr¯; (4.51)
A¯K = J|h¯|r¯mh¯mr¯ + B¯J|h¯mh¯ −
1
F
O|s¯ms¯ +
1
2F
O(V¯ + H¯).
Transvecting the Bianchi identity
Akl
{
Rr¯jh¯k|l − Pr¯js¯kRs0¯lh
}
+Rr¯jh¯nT
n
kl = 0, (4.52)
(see [15], p. 77), by η¯rηj η¯hηk it follows
FK|l −K|0ll − J¯|s|0msml + FKlklnT nkl − F J¯|smslkmnT nkl = 0. (4.53)
Theorem 4.8. Let (M,F ) be a connected 2 - dimensional weakly Ka¨hler
complex Finsler space with R0¯k0¯0 = R0¯00¯k and |A| 6= 0. Then K is a constant
on (M,F ).
Proof. By Proposition 4.10 and by the first relation of (4.51) it results that
K|r¯ = 0, i.e. K does not depend on η. Because (M,F ) is weakly Ka¨hler, the
identity (4.53) together with J¯|s|0ms = 0 gives K|l = 1FK|0ll. But, using ii)
from Proposition 2.2, we have 0 = K|k¯|j = K|j|k¯. On the other hand,
K|l|r¯ = − 12LK|0lllr¯ + 1FK|0|r¯ll + 1FK|0( 12F lllr¯ + 1Fmlmr¯).
It follows that K|0 = 0 and so K|l = 0, which is equivalent to ∂K∂zl = 0, i.e.
K is a constant on (M,F ).
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Corollary 4.2. Let (M,F ) be a connected 2 - dimensional complex Finsler
space with R0¯k0¯0 = R0¯00¯k. Then K depends on z only if and only if J¯|sms =
0. Moreover, given any of these equivalent conditions, we have FA¯K =
−O|s¯ms¯ + 12O(V¯ + H¯).
Proof. By Corollary 4.1, the first relation of (4.51) is K|r¯ = − 2F J|h¯mh¯mr¯
which justifies the above equivalence. J¯|sms = 0 with the second equation of
(4.51) give FA¯K = −O|s¯ms¯ + 12O(V¯ + H¯). Its global validity completes the
proof.
Theorem 4.9. Let (M,F ) be a connected 2 - dimensional complex Finsler
space with R0¯k0¯0 = R0¯00¯k, |A| 6= 0 and K a nonzero constant on M. Then
(M,F ) is weakly Ka¨hler.
Proof. Substituting K|l = J¯|sms = 0 in the relation (4.53) it follows that
LKlklnT
n
kl = 0. Consequently, l
klnT
n
kl = 0, since K 6= 0.
The purely Hermitian case is characterized by
Proposition 4.11. If (M,F ) is a 2 - dimensional Ka¨hler purely Hermitian
space, then R0¯k0¯0 = R0¯00¯k.
Proof. It results by Remark 4.2.
Theorem 4.10. Let (M,F ) be a connected 2 - dimensional Ka¨hler purely
Hermitian space. Then K is a constant on (M,F ) if and only if J|h¯m
h¯ = 0.
Proof. By (4.51) we have K|r¯ = − 2F J|h¯mh¯mr¯. If K is a constant on (M,F )
then J|h¯m
h¯ = 0. Conversely, if J|h¯m
h¯ = 0 then K|r¯ = 0 and by same argu-
ments as in Theorem 4.8 it results that K is a constant on (M,F ).
We note that the above Theorems give the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions that a connected 2 - dimensional complex Finsler space should be of
constant horizontal holomorphic curvature in direction λ. It is interesting
for us to see what happens with the horizontal holomorphic curvature in
direction µ, in this case.
Proposition 4.12. Let (M,F ) be a connected 2 - dimensional weakly Ka¨hler
complex Finsler space with R0¯k0¯0 = R0¯00¯k and |A| 6= 0. Then
i) F 2AK = Φ|0 − F (J + Y )Φ;
ii) E|0¯ = −FK2
(
1 + AA¯L
)
;
iii) V|s¯ms¯ + 12V (V¯ + H¯) = −K2
(
1−AA¯L) ;
iv) Y|0¯ = −FK2
(
1−AA¯L) + F |Φ|2 ;
v) H|0¯+
F
2
H(J¯+Y¯ ) = −ALFK
2
(
B¯ − FA¯B)+ A¯L
2
[Φ|kmk−(V +H)Φ]+LΦΩ¯;
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vi) E|s¯ms¯ = −FK2
(
B¯ − FA¯B)− AF
2
[Φ¯|k¯m
k¯ − (V¯ + H¯)Φ¯];
vii) W = K
(
1 + AA¯L
)− F (E|s¯ms¯)|lml − 32BFE|s¯ms¯ − L |Ω|2 ,
where Φ := A|0¯ + AF (J¯ + Y¯ ) and Ω := A|k¯m
k¯ + A(V¯ + H¯).
Proof. Let us consider the Bianchi identity, (see [15], p. 77),
Rr¯jhk|l − Ξr¯jhl|k − Pr¯js¯kP s0¯lh + Sr¯js¯lRs¯0¯kh +Rr¯jhnCnkl = 0. (4.54)
In order to prove the statements i)-vii), we use Theorem 4.8, the covariant
derivatives (3.7), (3.13) and the expressions of the vv¯−, hv¯−, vh¯−, hh¯−
Riemann type tensors.
Contracting into (4.54) by η¯rmj η¯hηk, using
Rr¯jhk|lη¯rmj η¯hηk = −R0¯j0lmj = F 2[O¯|sms− 12O¯(V +H)]ml = −F 3AKml;
Pr¯js¯kη¯
r = Sr¯js¯lη¯
r = Cnklη
k = 0 and
Ξr¯jhl|kη¯
rmj η¯hηk = −F [Φ|0 − F (J + Y )Φ]ml, we obtain i).
The contraction with η¯rηjm¯hηk of (4.54),
Rr¯jhk|lη¯rηjm¯hηk = −R0¯lh¯0m¯h − R0¯0h¯lm¯h + 1LR0¯00¯0ml
= F 2[ 1
F
E¯|0 + V|s¯ms¯ + 12V (V¯ + H¯) +K]ml and Ξr¯jhkη
j = 0 lead to
1
F
E¯|0 + V|s¯ms¯ +
1
2
V (V¯ + H¯) = −K.
On the other hand, by Lemma 4.2 ii),
1
F
E¯|0 − V|s¯ms¯ − 1
2
V (V¯ + H¯) = −LAA¯K.
The last two relations give ii) and iii).
Now, contracting again (4.54) by m¯rηj η¯hηk, we have
Rr¯jhk|lm¯rηj η¯hηk = F 2(K+ 1F Y|0¯ + 1FE|0¯)ml and
Pr¯js¯kP
s
0¯lh
m¯rηj η¯hηk = F 2 |Φ|2ml.
It results [K+ 1
F
Y|0¯+
1
F
E|0¯−|Φ|2]ml = 0. Hereby, Y|0¯ = −KF−E|0¯+F |Φ|2,
which together with ii) implies iv).
Next we prove v) and vi). First we contract (4.54) with η¯rmj η¯hmkml and
we obtain
(R0¯j0¯km
jmk)|lml−BR0¯j0¯kmjmk−Ξ0¯j0l|kmjmkml+R0¯j0¯nCnklmjmkml = 0.
This implies that
A|lmlLK = −[Φ|kmk + (V +H)Φ] (4.55)
The contraction of (4.54) by m¯rηj η¯hmkml implies
(Rr¯00¯km¯
rmk)|lml−(Rr¯l0¯km¯rmk+Pr¯0s¯kP s0¯l0m¯rmk−Rr¯00nCnklm¯rmk)ml = 0,
which gives
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H|0¯ +
F
2
H(J¯ + Y¯ ) = FE¯|0|lml + LΦΩ¯. Now, this together with ii), (4.55)
and (4.1) gives v).
The contraction of (4.54) by m¯rηjm¯hηkml gives
(Rr¯0h¯0m¯
rm¯h)|lml +BRr¯0h¯0m¯rm¯h −Rr¯lh¯0m¯rm¯hml − Rr¯0h¯lm¯rm¯hml
−Pr¯0s¯0P s0¯lhm¯rm¯hml = 0, which is equivalent to
LKA¯|lml + 1F H¯|0 + 12H¯(J + Y ) + B¯E¯|0 + E|s¯ms¯ +BA¯LK = F Φ¯Ω.
Using ii), v) and (4.1) it leads to vi).
For vii) we contract (4.54) with m¯rηjm¯hmkml and we deduce
(Rr¯0h¯km¯
rm¯hmk)|lml + B2Rr¯0h¯km¯rm¯hmk
+ 1
L
R0¯0h¯km¯
hmk − Rr¯lh¯km¯rm¯hmkml + 1LRr¯00¯km¯rmk
−Pr¯0s¯kP s0¯lhm¯rm¯hmkml +Rr¯0hnCnklm¯rm¯hmkml = 0.
From here we obtain
−F (E|s¯ms¯)|lml− B2E|s¯ms¯− V|s¯ms¯− 12V (V¯ + H¯)−W− 1F E¯|0+AA¯LK−
BFE|s¯ms¯ = L |Ω|2 , which leads to vii). The global validity of the above
statements results by straightforward computations using (3.11).
Next, we establish some consequences of the above Proposition. From
vii) and Theorem 4.7 ii) it immediately results
Corollary 4.3. Let (M,F ) be a connected 2 - dimensional weakly Ka¨hler
complex Finsler space with R0¯k0¯0 = R0¯00¯k and |A| 6= 0. Then
KhF,µ(z, η) = 2K
(
1 + AA¯L
)− 2F (E|s¯ms¯)|lml − 3BFE|s¯ms¯ − 2L |Ω|2 .
So, we remark that the conditions which assure that KhF,λ(z, η) is a con-
stant on M do not suffice to imply that KhF,µ(z, η) is a constant, too.
Proposition 4.12 i) gives
Corollary 4.4. Let (M,F ) be a connected 2 - dimensional weakly Ka¨hler
complex Finsler space with R0¯k0¯0 = R0¯00¯k and |A| 6= 0. Then K = 0 if and
only if Φ|0 = F (J + Y )Φ.
Corollary 4.5. Let (M,F ) be a connected 2 - dimensional weakly Ka¨hler
complex Finsler space with R0¯k0¯0 = R0¯00¯k and |A| 6= 0. If Φ|kmk = (V +H)Φ
then
W = K
(
1 + AA¯L
)− LK
2
(I+
1
2
FA¯B2 + FA¯B|kmk)− L |Ω|2 . (4.56)
Proof. By Proposition 4.12 vi) we have E|s¯ms¯ = −FK2
(
B¯ − FA¯B), which
substituted into vii) gives (4.56), taking into account (4.1). Their global
validity complete the proof.
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Remark 4.4. Under assumptions of above Corollary and B = 0, contracting
(4.54) with m¯rmjm¯hmkml we obtain K = 0. On the other hand, by Propo-
sition 4.1, I = 0. Therefore, (4.56) becomes W = −L |Ω|2. Further more
W = 0 if and only if Ω = 0.
Theorem 4.11. Let (M,F ) be a connected 2 - dimensional weakly Ka¨hler
complex Finsler space with R0¯k0¯0 = R0¯00¯k, |A| 6= 0 and
Φ|k = Φ[(J + Y )lk + (V +H)mk].
Then
KhF,λ(z, η) = 0 and K
h
F,µ(z, η) = −2L |Ω|2 ≤ 0.
Moreover, KhF,µ(z, η) is a constant if and only if Ω =
c
F
, where c ∈ C.
Proof. It results by Corollary 4.4 and Proposition 4.12 vi) and vii).
Theorem 4.12. If (M,F ) is a connected 2 - dimensional complex Berwald
space with R0¯k0¯0 = R0¯00¯k and |A| 6= 0, then Rr¯jh¯k = 0.
Proof. The assumption of Berwald leads to Φ = Ω = 0. Applying now Propo-
sition 4.12 and (4.46) we obtain Rr¯jh¯k = 0.
Remark 4.5. If (M,F ) is a connected 2 - dimensional complex Berwald
space with R0¯k0¯0 = R0¯00¯k and |A| 6= 0, then the horizontal holomorphic sec-
tional curvature in any direction is zero.
Moreover, we obtain a known result from Hermitian geometry
Theorem 4.13. If (M,F ) is a 2 - dimensional Ka¨hler purely Hermitian
space with K a constant on M , then Rr¯jh¯k =
K
2
(gjr¯gkh¯ + gkr¯gjh¯) and the
horizontal holomorphic sectional curvatures in directions λ and µ are 2K.
Proof. Because A = B = 0, the Bianchi identity (4.54) is Rr¯jhk|l = 0. Some
contractions of it lead to
−O|s¯ms¯ + 12O(V¯ + H¯) = H|0¯ + F2H(J¯ + Y¯ ) = E|s¯ms¯ = 0,
1
F
E|0¯ = V|s¯ms¯ +
1
2
V (V¯ + H¯) = 1
F
Y|0¯ = −K2 and W = K.
Therefore, (4.46) become
Rr¯jh¯k =
K
2
(2lr¯ljlh¯lk + 2mr¯mjmh¯mk + lr¯ljmh¯mk +mr¯ljlh¯mk + lr¯mjmh¯lk
+mr¯mjlh¯lk) =
K
2
(gjr¯gkh¯ + gkr¯gjh¯) and K
h
F,λ(z, η) = K
h
F,µ(z, η) = 2K.
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4.5.2 A particular case
Consider the problem of classifying the 2 - dimensional complex Finsler spaces
for which
Rr¯jh¯k = K(gjr¯gkh¯ + gkr¯gjh¯), (4.57)
where K = K(z, η) : T ′M → R. We note that the 2 - dimensional complex
Finsler spaces with (4.57) has the property that KhF,λ(z, η) = K
h
F,µ(z, η) =
4K. To solve the stated problem we use the Bianchi identities (4.54) and
(4.52). Indeed, contracting the identity (4.54) by η¯rηj and taking into ac-
count
Rr¯jhk|lη¯rηj = R0¯0hk|l − R0¯lhk
= [LK(2gkh¯ −mh¯mk)] |l − FK(2lllh¯lk + llmh¯mk +mlmh¯lk)
= FK(2gkh¯ −mh¯mk)ll + LK|l(2gkh¯ −mh¯mk)
+FKlkmh¯ml − FK(2lllh¯lk + llmh¯mk +mlmh¯lk)
= LK|l(2gkh¯ −mh¯mk);
Ξr¯jhl|kη
j = Pr¯js¯kP
s
0¯lh
η¯r = Sr¯js¯lR
s¯
0¯kh
η¯r = 0 and
Rr¯jhnC
n
klη¯
rηj = LK(2gnh¯ −mh¯mn)(Aln + Bmn)mkml
= LK(2Alh¯ +Bmh¯)mkml, we obtain
K|l(2gkh¯ −mh¯mk) +K(2Alh¯ +Bmh¯)mkml = 0, (4.58)
which is true in any local coordinates. Moreover, contraction by η¯hηk in
(4.58) it follows K|l = 0, which means that K = K(z) is a function of z alone.
This implies that K(2Alh¯ +Bmh¯) = 0 and hence that either A = 0 (i.e. the
purely Hermitian case) for any K = K(z), or |A| 6= 0 and K = 0 for any |B|.
So, we have proven
Corollary 4.6. Let (M,F ) be a connected 2 - dimensional complex Finsler
space with Rr¯jh¯k = K(gjr¯gkh¯ + gkr¯gjh¯). Then it is purely Hermitian with K a
function of z alone, or it is not purely Hermitian but with K = 0.
For K 6= 0, (4.52) gives
K|l(gjr¯gkh¯+gkr¯gjh¯)−K|k(gjr¯glh¯+glr¯gjh¯)+K(gjr¯gnh¯+gnr¯gjh¯)T nkl = 0, which
contracted by η¯rηj η¯hηk leads to
FK|l −K|0ll + FKlklnT nkl = 0. (4.59)
Theorem 4.14. Let (M,F ) be a connected 2 - dimensional complex Finsler
space with Rr¯jh¯k = K(gjr¯gkh¯ + gkr¯gjh¯), K 6= 0. Then K is a constant on M if
and only if (M,F ) is Ka¨hler.
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Proof. If K is a constant on (M,F ) then, by (4.59) it results lklnT nkl = 0
which leads to T nkl = 0, i.e. (M,F ) is Ka¨hler.
Conversely, if (M,F ) is Ka¨hler then by (4.59) we have K|l = 1FK|0ll.
Hence K|lml = 0. On the other hand, using the identity ii) of Proposition 2.2
it results 0 = K|k¯|j = K|j|k¯. Therefore,
0 = K|l|r¯ = − 12LK|0lllr¯ + 1FK|0|r¯ll − 12LK|0lllr¯ and so
− 1
L
K|0lllr¯ = 0 which gives K|0 = 0. It follows K|l = 0 equivalently with
∂K
∂zl
= 0, i.e. K is a constant on (M,F ).
Now, we study the space with |A| 6= 0 and K = 0 for any |B|. By (4.57)
results Rr¯jh¯k = 0, and so the horizontal holomorphic sectional curvature in
any direction vanishes identically. Moreover, the identity (4.54) become
Ξr¯jhl|k + Pr¯js¯kP
s
0¯lh
= 0, (4.60)
which contracted by m¯rηj η¯hηkml and m¯rηjm¯hmkml leads to Φ = Ω = 0,
which are globally. Therefore, by Lemma 4.1 we obtain
Theorem 4.15. If (M,F ) is a connected 2 - dimensional complex Finsler
space with Rr¯jh¯k = 0, |A| 6= 0, then ∂˙h¯Gi = 0.
Remark 4.6. The converse of above Theorem is not true. There exists 2 -
dimensional complex Finsler spaces with ∂˙h¯G
i = 0 and Rr¯jh¯k 6= 0. A such
example is given by the Antonelli - Shimada metric (4.33).
Now, using Theorem 4.4 we have proven
Corollary 4.7. If (M,F ) is a connected 2 - dimensional weakly Ka¨hler com-
plex Finsler space with Rr¯jh¯k = 0, |A| 6= 0, then it is Berwald.
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